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THE PERFECT PRO COMPANION

INTRODUCTION

IN A NUTSHELL
The Pro iRack display system securely
holds and neatly interconnects units in
the Pro series.
Use one module to display a single unit
or stack two or three to house several.
The original iRack – our micro shelving system - never fails to turn heads at
hi-fi shows and in shops all over the world. People smile and tell us it’s
cute or clever. We, proudly (and rather immodestly), answer that it is
both.

With it’s cutting-edge design and no
sonic signature, it is the ideal companion
to the Pro series.

We’ve often been asked to come up with one for the Pro series, so finally,
here it is. We could have copied the original iRack and just made it bigger
but we thought that this year, with the addition of the long awaited Pro
iDSD, the Pro series deserved it own unique design.
The Pro iRack has been designed from the ground up to perfectly support
the iFi Pro series.
Modular in construction, it can grow with your collection.
It has a stunning look and invisible sonic signature to allow you to extract
the best sonic performance from your iFi Pro series products and display
them in style.
The retail price of the Pro iRack is US$269 (ex-tax) or €309/£269 (incl.
VAT) per module.
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FEATURES

•

Its strikingly designed pillars are made from natural marble for optimum stability

•

It boasts slim stainless steel supports with micro-vibration control for minimum energy storage

•

It is made from resonance-damped magnesium-aluminium alloy to minimize vibration

•

The Pro iRack sports multi-resonance damped sandwich construction for maximum damping and
isolation.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Shelves:

1 Deck

Dimensions:

305mm (l) x 210mm (w) x 78mm (h)

Weight:

675g (1.5lbs)
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ABOUT US

At iFi (pronounced ‘eye-fi’) we design and manufacture high-end
audio equipment - DACs, headphone amplifiers, phono stages, preamps, all-in-ones and a range of signal and power accessories. The
company launched at RMAF 2012 with 4 units, won an EISA for Best
Product in 2014-15, and now we have over 30 multi-award winning
products in our portfolio.
Today, we have a global presence spanning all the major markets. Our
retailers range from B&H Photo (NYC) to Virgin Megastore (Dubai) to
Yodabashi Camera (Tokyo).

For further information and product reviews, please go to
ifi-audio.com
Contact:
Victoria Pickles - Markets
Balmoral Lodge, 139-141 Cambridge Road,
Southport, Merseyside, PR9 7LN
E: victoriap@ifi-audio.com
T: +44 (0)1704 227 204
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